
Death within the palliative care environment: Journeying through it 
and beyond… 
 
Whilst working in a palliative care environment the possibility of meeting death face to face is always 
potentially, just around the corner. Given that we are labelled as the professional in these situations, we 
may come to believe therefore that we are prepared to face it when it comes to meet us. Yet it’s 
confronting arrival and effect upon us rarely fails to take us by surprise. For some, being brought face-to-
face with one’s own mortality is a rather uncomfortable and unwelcome experience, yet for others it is the 
change of their role, their place in this world that is the catalyst for great discomfort. This can be further 
magnified as emotions that have enabled us to work with compassion empathy, potentially leave us 
feeling vulnerable, threatening to expose our own perceived weakness as we grieve. It is though, just that 
though… a perceived weakness. To grieve is a natural process and one that should not be undervalued. 
 
The recent passing of a client that I had cared for, both with my skills as a therapist, and with my heart as a 
friend during the past 4 years has brought much opportunity for reflection. I commenced writing this article 
the day after his passing, in an attempt to wade through all that I was experiencing. I have since chosen to 
share my experiences in hopes of encouraging others to contemplate and consider just how we grieve 
being the “professional” in such situations, and how it might better serve us on our own growth journey in 
the future.  
 
Initially for me the intensity of the grief that arose immediately following their passing did throw me 
completely off centre and in turn caused me to question its very validity and place in my life. How could it 
be normal for someone in this position coming in on a “purely professional” level to be affected so deeply? 
Ultimately though, upon reflection a far bigger question arose: Given who I was, my role in this situation 
and the place I held in the world, how could I not be affected? And more importantly for me, just how 
would I successfully pass through this period and bring greater meaning to my life along they way? I didn’t 
want the passing of another being to be just another momentary hump along the highway of life that I 
had to simply “get over” and move past. Or just another painful experience I would tirelessly strive to 
outrun or avoid. 
 
Many might assume that our training and professional development has prepared us for such moments 
and given that we are participating in professional capacity, we might somehow be immune to the grief in 
such environments. Those around us can often mirror this sentiment, inadvertently assuming that by not 
being a part of the “inner sanctum” of family members, we will not have the level of attachment required 
to feel grief to the same extent as those around us, which to a point is true. Others may assume that as we 
have undertaken this role willingly hence we posses somewhat “saint-like” qualities and therefore are 
beyond the grasp of grief and immune to it’s effects. No one can predict though how another’s passing 
will affect them and I believe it is important to remember that everyone is touched in some way and that 
our grief, whatever the degree to which we feel it, is a valid and even an appropriate emotion to be 
experienced during this time. 
 
Potentially there are so many reasons for the many emotions that crop up at this time. Through our grieving 
process we may mourn the loss of another’s presence in our world. Or we may also just as importantly be 
mourning our own personal loss; the loss of our purpose, of our place in the world; for the loss of our role. 
Not that we long or desire to remain fixed in any one role forever, but it is prudent to accept that for a time 
it has defined us and enabled us to function within the parameters of life, knowing who we were and what 
was expected of us. Through that role, as we worked to meet other’s needs, we may have become one of 
a number of roles: 

- the actor 
- the advocate 
- the rescuer 
- the healer 

- the slave 
- the story teller/ the gossip 
- the mediator 
- the disciple 

And the list could go on… 
 



Each of these roles has great validity and value within our life and our journey, and there is nothing ignoble 
or unrighteous about any of these roles or titles, they are what they are, and can be a valuable tool for 
gradual growth if we so choose. In many ways this moment can be viewed as a gift, a gift that enables us 
to explore through our grieving process where we feel we belong within our world; our perceived roles and 
values, even what we think of ourselves.  Deciphering who we are during this time can enable us to move 
forward, either remaining within this paradigm or allowing the individual to consciously make the decision 
to shift to a completely different one. It could be thought of as a “You Are Here” spot on a map. You can’t 
plan which direction you need to travel in, until you work out where you are on the map first. It is an 
opportunity to be real with just “who” we have been and are, taking the time to experience the 
discoveries made along the way and explore the how’s and why’s that brought us to this point. In many 
ways it gives us the opportunity, even the permission to ask ourselves “Just who am I?” and just as 
importantly “Who do I wish to be?” 
 
Whilst in many ways we may perceive ourselves to be purely the support mechanism to those on their 
palliative care journey, in many ways it just as likely that in some ways they were ours. Even a purely 
professional relationship brings with it with it opportunities to explore the dynamics of our personality and 
the underlying motivations that we operate from, as well as to help facilitate a healthy grieving process. 
Through their illness we were enabled and empowered even, to step up, to become, hopefully, our best 
and highest form of our self, as our compassion, wisdom and highest self rose up and enabled us to be 
what they needed during a difficult and challenging time of their life. In many ways potentially their illness 
facilitated our being our best. Perhaps this role brought a greater sense of value to our life and even to our 
view of ourselves. 
 
The choice we have made by simply being willing to participate in the palliative care journey may 
challenge our most fundamental ideas and perceptions of our role as a therapist. Most therapists have 
undertaken significant training to help develop tools that help to facilitate the correction of health issues. 
These are gathered along the way to assist in eradicating that which is not desirable in someone’s life, be it 
pain or other unwanted symptoms, and ultimately many often slide into or a placed in the “fixer” role. Yet 
a defining moment may arise, when we are confronted by our own preconceived ideas and that may 
encourage us, even force us, to re-examine these ideas and ideals, to allow us to blossom and really step 
up into the real task at hand. This moment will no doubt take on many different forms. For me this came 
about when my client’s wife asked me to shave her dear man’s hair off to rid him of the indignity of having 
to visit a hairdresser or have it fall out in clumps, causing irritation along the way. With a great desire to 
maintain his dignity I willingly consented to do so, after all I was fixing a problem, isn’t that what we as 
therapists are called to do? Yet I went home that night and wept; it had become very real for me at that 
moment, that whilst we would never give up on the hope for a cure, I needed to rapidly reassess my view 
of my role and my definition of a successful session. It was no longer about being the “fixer” and whether I 
managed to iron out all the knots, but more about touching with compassion and dignity, and creating a 
safe space for those who needed to could enter into, where they felt a sense of calm and contentment. 

 
I believe that for the most part, bodywork is, at it deepest source, a form of heart work. It calls us to dig 
deep within our heart to provide compassion and care, often in a space where not many are willing to 
enter. This task is also compounded by the fact that it is generally not just to the individual on the palliative 
journey but also the surrounding family members and friends that seek out and are touched by our care, 
compassion and presence. It can be quite an intense emotional environment and the heart will rarely 
have much of a choice other than to respond within this environment and in these moments.  Therefore 
when the journey ends for the client there can be much to be worked through. The heart doesn’t simply 
just switch of when one role has supposedly come to an end, and that is a good thing, as is from the heart 
that our very own growth and healing journey can begin.  
 
As many therapists are empaths to some degree, another issue I discovered and encourage people to be 
aware of is, is just whose emotions they are feeling and dealing with. Being sensitive and susceptible to 
other’s emotional processes whilst generally a huge gifting in a therapeutic capacity, can potentially 
make the grieving process a heavier burden than it actually is. Once again being mindful that this may 
potentially be what is occurring can allow one to wade through and experience such emotions without 
needing question their place, the seeing the experiencing it for what it is, potentially the culmination of the 



grief of many. For those so inclined to using flower remedies the Australian Bush Flower remedies of 
Angelsword and Fringed violet can offer a protective barrier, not to block the pain of others but remove 
it’s adhesive factor, so that we are not carrying the negative emotions of others. Exploring other potentially 
useful flower remedies can be extremely fortuitous at this time, given that emotions being experienced 
can be very strong and hence determining what one is feeling can be easier to decipher and therefore 
prescribe for. This may even lead the way to working with potentially long held emotions and patterns of 
behaviours, allowing them to rise up, be experienced and provide the opportunity to change them if the 
individual so desires.  
 
The last thing I believe it encourages us to explore is just who supports us in life. Where are our support 
mechanisms, both professionally and personally? Who supports us, both during and following, our role as a 
support to others? Whilst we tend to believe that we have an adequate support network in place, it may 
come as a surprise to see who is able to walk beside us in such times. For those who cannot do so, this 
shouldn’t be viewed as a shortcoming on their behalf, it is just who they are, and being realistic with our 
expectation of others can make this time less difficult. Grief and death can be an area of life very few wish 
to enter willingly, and in fact many will avoid doing so at almost any cost these parameters need to be 
respected. At this time seeking someone outside of your normal support circle may be just what is needed. 
Whether it be a professional councillor or a compassionate body worker that can unravel the knots in your 
body as you unravel the knots in your mind. After all, we as professionals advocate that individuals should 
come to see us regularly as an act of self care, there is no better time to consider following such sage 
advice and seeking out support for our mind, body and spirit.  

 
In many ways too, taking the opportunity to process with minimal outside input from others initially, 
although not what I would have planned for this time, has proven most beneficial for me, and has 
provided much opportunity for personal exploration and growth. Acknowledging the validity and 
importance of experiencing each moment, each emotion as they arise, rather than sidestepping or 
avoiding them, cannot be overstated.  For me “The cure for the pain is in the pain” has been so true; 
experiencing and exploring why we are hurting can be very liberating in the long run. During this time I 
have found contemplative writing/ journaling as well as silent meditation vitally important. I sought not to 
escape the emotions that arose, but to wade through them and experience them so that they could then 
arise and pass away, rather than remaining stuck within mind or body. No doubt each individual will have 
collected tools throughout their life, which suits them and their personality, and assists them in this process. 
Adding remedies to support this process as well as a trip to a fellow body worker has made it a time of 
much growth and gaining of wisdom. It is as though old scales have been slaked away through the 
process revealing another side to myself and far more meaningful side to life. Whilst grief may come to 
meet us at various points in our life, especially those working in a palliative environment, bringing with it 
potentially painful and complicated emotions, there is much that can arise and be gleaned through such 
situations, that can contribute to our growth, if we so choose to embark on such a journey. 
 
Wishing you peace and wisdom on your journey, 
Simone  

	


